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IlfPRODUCTIOS

During the course of a study of the effect of heat on

natural gas. It was decided to Investigate the effect of

time of contact of the gas in the reaction chamber, "^s

ariation in the composition of the product with varying

yields and the ratio of light oils to tar was determined.

Further, the effect of arioua catalysts was also studied.

In general it has been found that at any given tem-

perature, there is an optimum velocity above or below which

the yield decreases. Further, at constant velocity, there

is an optimum temperature above or below which the yield

decreases. The formation of carbon increases with inex^as-

ing temperature and decreasing velocity. Of the catalysts

used, flwtals, with the exception of copper, produced large

quantities of carbon and hydrogen. Using clay as a cata-

lyst, little carbon was formed and larger yields of light

oils and tar were obtained.

REVI£ir OF LITKRATURE

Dalton and Henry (1) found that methane, when sub-

jected to the continued action of an electric spark de-

composed into carbon and hydrogen, liarchand (2) showed

that products other than carbon and hydrogen could be ob-

tained upon properly heating the paraffin hydrocarbons and



that the resolution of a hydrocarbon into its eleTsentt

eould not in general be considered th« iHaediate result of

a simple chemical change* The obserrations of Buff and

HoffBan (3) supported the view of WUNltacaA»

The first systmutic study of tlw affect of heat on

hydrocarbons was laade by Berthelot (4)» He contended^ as

did soaa earlier inrestigators, that a hydrocarbon never de<-

composed directly into its eletaents, but that the primary

ahaaga always involves a polymerization to form denser

hydx>ocarbons y which in turn undergo a series of similar

changes until carbon finally appears as the product. Tha

formation of acetylene was considered the chief factor in

the formation of other hydrocarbons.

Boaa aad Vaeler (5) found that methane waa quite stable

under 700 degrees C« and that the decomposition waa a snr*

face phenomezM>n at temperatures below 1200 degrees C« Bone

and Coward (6) showed that the importance of acetylene in

the formation of other hydrocarbons from methane was over

estimated by Berthelot. They made quantitative determina-

tions of the yields of various hydrocarbons obtained and

gave special attention to the time factor.

Thermodynamic calculations made by Contelo (7) showed

that the decomposition of methane into carbon and hydrogen

should be almost complete at 700 degrees C. Prom an initial

system of methane, ethane or ethylene, at temperatures above



400 degrees C, Cantelo concluded that the final eqiilll-

taritia would be a system of methane , carbon, and hydrogen.

Schwab and Pietsch (8) used a platinum wire coated with

calcium oxide and barium flouride. Only the molecules

striking the wire were decomposed. Fischer and Trapsch (9)

used a porcelain reaction tube and a gas rate of 70 liters

per hour. A total quantity of 280 liters of gas produced

6«5 grams of oil, 1.6 grams of tar and m nmll quantity of

carbon.

Vyaoky (10) passed natural gas containing 94.5 per cent

CH4 thx^3^]gh a quartz reaction tube. The results were as

follows:

1* Benzene began to form at 800-850 degrees C.

2. The gases were exposed to the high temperattire for

68 and 38 seconds; the yield of benzene and toluene re-

aained the sane for temperatures above 1000 degrees but be-

came halved at 950 degrees C.

3. Oxygen was added to the gas before entering the

reaction tube causing a reduction in the yield of benzene,

4. An oxygen and methane mixture was passed through

the same z*eaction tube into which a copper wire coil was

placed close to the inner wall. Mo benzene or toluene was .

detected over a temperature range of 650 to 1000 degrees C.

5. The copper coil was replaced by a silver coil but

this had no catalytic effect on the reaction.



6, Copper oxide was placed in the reaction tube but

it Iwd no tendency to fora light oils •

a«ith (11) found that methane when subjected to a tea-

perature of 1800 to 2200 d«gr*efl P. to«alc8 up or "cracks,"

At slightly lower t—pratures^ the parts reunite but to

form now products as tboy combine. The higher hydrocarbon

£•••• alae l»«ak ap and reunite to fora warlous substances

differing fron the peront substano^a. At sufficiently high

taaparaturesy the gas will decompose to carbon and hydrogen.

Hydrogen is always one of the products and other gases 8U«1i

as acetylene, ethylene, propylene and butylene vary in

•Mounts with the details of pyrolysis. The principal

liquids formed in the pyrolysis are benxeae, toluene, and

xylene. Fischer (12) foui^ that nethane, when properly

heated, will yield benaene and naphthalana, whareaa earlier

investigators thought carbon and hydrogen to be the chief or

only products.

Rudder end Blederman (13) Investigated the effect of

temperat\ii»e , pressure, and tima of reaction on the pyrolysis

of wm^baaam* In tha naln, it is shown that the aaount of

ethylaaa foraad ia a aazians at 1200 dagraaa C, under a

pressure of 100 ailliiroters, and that the amount of acetylene

Increases very rapidly with taaiMiiatiuia, At 1500 degrees C,

and a presstire of 40 millimeters, the yield is 58 per cent

of the theory. For each temperature there exists an
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interval in which the amotint of acetylene formed is at a

—Klwi » This interral is shorter as the temperature is in-

cireased. The reaction Is not changed by addition of such

catalysts as hydrogen chloride, thorium, silicon dioxide,

and nickel. The acetylene is always accomoanied by carbon

and hydrogen. Chiko Pujio (14) passed methane at varying

velocities between spherical electrodes at voltages fr<»

8000 to 47,000, The products were chiefly hydi^gen and

acetylene in the proportion of about five to one.

Fischer (15) passed isethane and coal gas together

through porcelain and quartz tubes at 900O to 1200OC, Tar

vaa precipitated in a cottrell precipitator and the light

oils absorbed in activated charcoal. Higher temperatures

and low gas velocities favored the formation of carbon and

hydrogen.

The results of Tmeeler and Wood (16) were quite simi-

lar to those of Fischer. Benzene was formed between 875°

and llOO^C, the optimum temperature being 1050®C, Th«

yield obtained was two-tenths gallon per 1000 cubic feet.

^nea (17) passed methane through heated quarts tubes

of one centimeter bore at a teaperature of TOO** to 1080°C,

Pressures of 10 to 70 centimeters of merciiry and various

^B velocities were used. The methane decomposed partly in-

to carbon and hydrogen and smaller quantities of defines

,

When the methane was subjected to an electric spark the



aaaa products wore formed but with a larger percentage of

acetylene.

Stanley and Haseh (18) found tliat long heating and in*

ep««aed heating stxrfaee both tended to increase the amount

of carbon in the product. Short heating oeriods (.4 second)

at 1000® to 1200**C. resulted in the formation of acetylene,

ethylene, and bensene while the carbon fortned was almost

negligible. The per cent of methane converted into higher

hydrocarbons increased rapidly with increased gas rates

reaching a i—«1— for each tenperature. An increase in

^psrature incx^sses the optiaua gas velocity. The accuimi*

lation of carbon in the tube was found to deer«ftse the

yield of higher hydrocarbons. The presence of steam does

not influence the course of the reaction. At 1150^0. gas

rates of 13.8 liters per hour using a 12 centimeter tube

( 8mi. bore) the yield of light oil and tar was 11 per cent

and ethylene 8.8 per cent.

A swnsry of the work done on the pyrolysis of carbon

compounds in general is given by Kurd (19). A small

••etion is devoted to the pyrolysis of methane.

Chamberlin and Bloom (20) reported yields of 44 liters

of light oils from 1000 cubic meters of gas, using a

silica tube. Catalysts such as copper and nickel caused

decomposition in carbon and hydrogen. In general, their

results were similar to those of Stanley and Hash except



that the tempera ttures irere soaewhat lover*

Frey and Hepp (21) found the values of the tlae of

contact for maximum yield of light oils within a tempera-

ture range are shown by the imperical formula which is as

follows t

T • 691 • 100 Log t

T s temperature in degrees G»
t 9 time in minutes

Vheeler and Word (22) made two types of exporiraenta-,

the first in which methane was heated in a quartz bulb of

60 cubic centimeters capacity at different temperatnrea

,

^rassure changes being observed by nanometer readings, and

the second in which large volxunes of methane were passed

through heated tubes of various materials. The rapid

initial decomposition of methane is chiefly a surface

phenomenon but the reaction does not proceed to a state of

equilibrium because of the formation of a protective film

of hydrogen adsorbed on the silica sTirface. belonged

heating of methane produced carbon and hydrogen. Shojrt

heating periods favor the formation of molecules of two

carbon atoms, while increasing the time of heating

diminishes these, and the aromatic corapoxinds are formed.

Berl and Hoffman (23) obtained yields up to 87 per

cent of condensation products by heating acetylene around

600 to TOO^'C. in the presence of beach wood charcoal
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catalysts. Highly porous carbon catalyzes the decomposition

Into carbon and hydrogen and the formation of methane. Con-

tact catalysts such as iron, copper, stanic oxide, and cal-

ei^B oxide do not promote condensation. The presence of

utmum favors condensation. Yields of 96.8 per cent have

been obtained at 740^0.

PadoYiani and Magaldi (24) found that with the ele-

vation of the temperature, the yield of unsaturated hydro-

carbons was increased. Increasing the rate of flow in-

oreased the production of hydrocarbons up to a certain

point and diminished thereafter. Packing the reaction tube

with porcelain chips increased prodtietion.

DISCUSSlOH OF LITERATOB

Only literature having a direct bearing on the pyro-

lysis of methane has been cited. There is much literature

to be found on the pyrolysis of the higher members of the

paraffin series and of hydrocarbons in general. Consider-

able work has been done on the prodxjction of carbon and

hydrogen from nwthane. Reference to such work, however,

has heen omitted.

In the literature cited, thei^ is considerable dis-

agreement as to the opticmm temperature for the production

of liquid products.

lost investigators believe that in the process of
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pyrolysls, the wethan© Is first deoonioosed and then re*

polymepizes into larger molecules. It would somi that both

of th««« phSBoaena should be studied carefully in order to

understand the transformation taking plaee. Px^» exaaii*

tion of the literature it is very evident that practi-

cally no attention is given to the conditions under which

the polymerieation takes place* flww imrestigators hawe

expressed the belief that sudden cooling of the gas upon

leaving tho maetion tube, would increase the yield of

light oilSf but nu ezperiniental data is submitted to sub-

stantiate the belief,

APPARATX^

1fh9 gas velocity was measured by the use of a small

bore tube across which a differential manometer was placed.

The total volume of gas used during a run was measured with

a eeoaercial gas meter which had been carefully checked for

accuracy, A calcium chloride drying tower was used to fre«

the gas of water vapor. The reaction chamber consisted of

a silica tube seven-eighths inch in diameter and two feet

long* Chromel wire wrapped directly on the outside of the

tube served as a heating element. The ttibe was then lagged

with asbestos and eighty-five per cent magnesia, and mounted

in a frame of transite board as shown in figure 1* A rheo-

stat to control the tempera tui»e was built into the furnace
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IS

»• k iMPgi&r txSt»p one and three^elj^ths inches in dia-

tmtmr and th2^« f^et long «ms us«4 *• a cooling tube. An

ft8b«ito8 collar over the exit end of the reaction tube

•MFVWd as a connection for the cooling tube* Cotton fil*

ters eonaieting of bottles loosely packed with cotton^ wmv

used to reaoTc the tar leaving the cooling tube. Several

)>ottle8 of activated charcoal were us«d to absorb the light

oils* The hydrogen analysis apparatus consisted of two gas

burettes connected to an electrically heat«d copperoxide

tOb«* A bMMi aetal theraocouple wac used to observe the

tiapirature*

BAW IA9SIXAL

The gas used in this study was the Mgoler laboratory

Mcpply which eones fron the HeFberson fields th« •oapoeitimi

of which is as follows

t

Carbon dioxide .•»..,. «7S per cent
Oxygen ••••••• ,50 per cent
sthane •• •••••••••••• 78.20 per cent
Ethane •••• •••*. 14.20 per cent
BMldne •••••• 6*38 per cent

FROCSDIU

Before aaldng a ran, all combustible aaterial was

burned out of the reaction tube by passing through a slow

stream of air while the furnace was heated to a dull red

heat* iMh of the bottles (h) and (g) and the tube (f)



oar«full7 veigfMd and eoniMoted in tho mytrnt «• ahoMi

in figure 2 •xeept that thm oonneetion betwea the funMwe

9mA thm tube (f ) wee not aede until the teiwpeture of the

furaMe wee fixed. The tewpewituye ves obeerved by pleeii^

• theraooouple in the exit end of the reaetion tube* ifhes

the fomeee bed reeehed the deeired teapigetui'e, ttie cm
wet edaitted at the rate to be used durii^ the run. The

vlieeetat «aa then adjoeted to hold the furaeee to the de*

aired tennerategpe* 9lie thexnaooouple was then renoved and

the tube (f) eonneoted. At the aaae tine the initial

wdin of the gas wter was talMU

After the rune had eontlaoed for the dMired lei«th of

tiae, usually five or six hours» the valve () was elosed,

the aster raad» and the bottles (h) and (g) and the tilbe

(f ) were egaia aeighed* After alleati^ the Hii nasi ta

eooly the carbon was reaovad as aoapletely aa possible and

aaighed. The tsr fog which did not eoadeaaa in the eoolii^

aaa eaught in the ootton filter while the light oila

absorbed la the aetiwated ehareoal, Reaae the in-

ereaae in weight of the oooling tube and the cotton filter

was reeorded as tar trhile the gain in the aatiwated ohar«

ooal was recorded aa light oils.

WOTKS

In ran nunber 1, the eooUi« tube (f ) was not used and

the aaall bore tube leadii« f»aa the ftevaee wae repeatedly

•topped with naphthalene aad oaxten* in run nuraber 2 and ia



following runs the cooling tube (f), as shown in figure 2

was used. During the fotirth run, an iron catalyst in the

form of steel wool was Tslaceri in the gas stiream at the

junction of the reaction tube ami the cooling tube (f)« Ho

naphthalene vae observed in the cooling tube and a great

deal of carbon collected in the reaction tube near the exit

end. This carbon was of a soft, sooty nature differing

fMMi the hard aetallie-like carbon usually obtaii^d, V^en

a copper catalyst was used (runs nuiaber 4 and 6) the yield

of light oil and tar was slightly higher than that obtained

when no catalyst was used, A large yield of naphthalene

was obtained on the walls of the cooling tube. When clay

was used as a catalyst in the furnace, (runs number 6 and

7), a decided increase in yield of tar and light oil was

noted. In the runs following nunber 7, no catalyst was

used and special attention was given to the yield and vari-

ation in the product at different times of contact of the

gas with the heated tube.

At times a small deposit of carbon occurred on the

walls of the cooling tube (f) adjacent to the furnace. In

such cases, it was removed and weighed with the carbon ob-

tained from the furnace. In order to insure the complete

absorption of the light oils, a sufficient number of

bottles of charcoal (h) were inserted so that the last

bottle collected no light oil.
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lh«n sMtails such as ehromel and nicrome alloyi w«r«

placed In the reaction tube, a heavy deposit of carbon col-

lected on the Esetal. More than the usual amount of carbon

also collected in the reaction tube. In runs number 22 and

23, a thermocouple enclosed In asbestos was placed In the

reaction tube eluring the run. As shown by the data, a very

large yield of carbon resulted,

DISCUSSIOI

With the developooent of new oil fields, there has eooM

a trenendous production of natural gas. In aany eases,

there Is no ready market for this gas and as a result. It

Is wasted. In 1929 the United States Bureau of Mines found

that at some of these fields as much as 250^000,000 cubic

feet aire being wasted dally.

This great waste has stimulated much investigation to

find new ways of utilising the gas. Three methods of uti-

lliation, chlorinatlon, oxidation, and pyrolysls, are re-

ceiving considerable attention at the present time. Each of

these processes converts the natural gas into one or more

useful liquid or solid product.

The transformation of methane into aromatic hydro-

carbons necessitates the liberation of hydrogen in the fol-

lowing reaction: 6CH- « ^6^6 ^ ^^2* '^^^^ Increases the

nonber of gas molecules and hence, according to La Chate-
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ll«r*s principle, the reaction should be promoted by re-

duced pressure. It mis believed, therefore, that If th«

gas, leaving the reaction tube, were allowed to expand

suddenly into a larger tube, reactions of the type glT«B

•bove would be favored*

Itost Investigators believe that the foroatlon of ben«

sene froB witluuM b«glna with decOTipositlon followed by

polymerisation into larger noleoules as the gas cools. In

order to study this polyaeriratlon, the cooling tube (f)

was attached to the exit end of the furnace. This txnlqu»

feature revealed some interesting facts. As the gas leaves

the reaction tube consisting of naphthalln, anthracene oils,

and tar, it contains a fog varying in color from a white to

a dark brown depending upon the teaperature of the reaction

tttbe and the velocity with which the gas passes through. At

lover t«Bperatxirea and high gas velocities, the fog had a

i^ite color and became dark in color as either the tempera*

tuz^ was increased or the velocity decreased. This fog

partly condenses on the walls of the glass cooling tube,

est of the condensation takes plaee on the first few in«

oboe of the tube next to the reaction tube. Hear the end of

this condensation area, there appears a break in the col-

lection on the surface leaving a ring about one-half inch

wide around the tube which is, during the first part of the

run, practically free from condensation. Often as high as



four of these rings appear* The one neax^st the fumae«

b»iQg the mieh iBore pronounced. This first ring aptwars

about four to eight inches from the furnace depending on tb»

Telocity of tb» gfts* The faster the gas flows, the farther

tmm the furnace the ring appears. In observing the tem-

perature at arioua points in this tube, a large drop in

tenperature was noted at this ring. As the condensation of

tar continued, the riag becan» narrow and finally dis-

appeared.

Beyond the point where the tar collected on the tube,

large naphthalene crystals were deposited on the tube. In

zoins lasting four or five hours, thMM crystals sonetiioea

b«oaae large a—wnh to reach across the oim and three*

eights inch cooling tube.

A direct correlate' on was found between the color of the

fog and the quantity and quality of the yield. When the

fog was white, it was found that the total yield was low and

that the aajor part of the product was benzene. When the

fog was dark brown, the total yield was high and there was

aore tar than benzene. The amount of carbon deposited in

the furnace increased as the color of ttie fog became darker*

The formation and deposition of tar and naphthaleiw on

the walls of the cooling tube appeared to be accompanied by

absorption of heat, since the gas cooled nearly to room tem-

perature while traveling about 18 inches in the cooling
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tube. To be sxire that thla drop in temperature was not du«

to loss by radiation, a atre«« of air was run through the

reaction tube and cooling tube at the sane elocity at

vhieh the gas had been paaaed, and a comparison made of th*

tmiporritnrnn found at Tarious points in the cooling tube.

The results showed that the temperattares in the cooling

tube, during the passage of the air were, at all points ex-

cent near the exit end, about double those observed during

the passage of the gas.

The investigation of Sehwab and Pretsch (9) has shcfvn

that the transformation of methane into other hydrocarbons

is a surface phenainon. Only the nolecules striking the

teated surface were transformed. If this reaction is a sur-

face phenomenon, as indicated by Sehwab and Pretsch, it is

ery important to know whether the gas flows through the

reaction tube in a straight-line or in a turbulent manner.

If the gas follows ordinarily straight-line flow, the gas

would move faster through the center of the tube ai^ be

retarded along the sides. In sueh a case, it is possible

that in reaction tubes of large bore, some of the gas

would pass through the center of the tube without coming

in eontaet with the heated wall of the tube. In a re-

action tube of a siMiller bore, this might not happen. Evi-

dence of the type of flow through the reaction chamber was

sought during this investigation and it is believed from

the Indications noted, that the gas passes through the )ro-



action tube in a straight«line flow. The fog produced in

the furnace in all •«••• wae obserrcKl to enter the cooling

tube and travel the entire length of the tube in straight-

line flow giving no visual evidence of turbulence.

The light oil reooMed in the data^ was approximately

96 per cent bensene and 5 per cent toluene and the tar vaa

approximately 52 per cent naphthalene and 48 per cent

anthracene oils. In runs numbers 8 to 18^ no catalyst was

used and special attention was given to the quality and

quantity of the Txroduots at various tempera txires and gai

velocities. The results aire shown graphically in figures

3, 4, and 5. The color of the fog was observed to vary con-

sistently with the total yield. When the yield was about

eight-tenths graa per cubic foot, the fog was white and

gradually beeatne darker as the yield incx*eased. The yield

gradually increased with decreasing gas velocity reaching a

aziimm beyond i^ich the fog suddenly boeaas black and

practically nothing but carbon and hydrogen were produced.

The aximusi possible yield of benzene from one cubic

foot of methane is about 16.4 grams T^ile one cubic foot of

ethane should produce twice this aiaount. With a gaseous

mixture of 78.2 per cent methane and 14.2 per cent ethane,

as used in this research, the maximum possible yield would

be about 17.5 grams of benzene. The best total yield of

light oils and tar obtained in this work was about 15 per

cent of this amount.
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COHCLUSIOHS

1* iMnmtic hydrocarbons such as benzene, toluene,

and ziai^thalene are formed by heating natural gaa.

2. The BlulanaB teaptirature at vhich the transformation

took plaee^ at an appreciable rate^ was 1600 degrees P.

iftiile at temperatures above 1850 degrees F« the gas velocity

for optiimun yield was so high as to be impracticable.

S* At a given temperature there is an optimm velo-

city above or below which the yield is decreased.

4« At a given gas velocity there is an optimum tem-

perature above or below which the yield decreases*

5. Iron and alloys of chromium and nickel caused the

reaction to precede largely to carbon and hydrogen,

6. The use of a large cooling tube produced visiial

evidence that the gas flowed in a straight-line flow,

7. The optimum temperature for the production of

light oils TCis 1700 degrees P,
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